ABSTRACT

We present a method for suppression of non-stationary noise in single channel recordings of speech. The method is based on a non-negative latent variable decomposition model for the speech and noise signals, learned directly from a noisy mixture. In non-speech regions an overcomplete basis is learned for the noise that is then used to jointly estimate the speech and the noise from the mixture. We compare the method to the classical spectral subtraction approach, where the noise spectrum is estimated as the average over non-speech frames. The proposed method significantly outperforms the classic approach, especially when the noise is highly non-stationary and at low signal-to-noise ratios.

1. INTRODUCTION

Reducing non-stationary background noise in single-channel recordings of speech is a challenging and important problem. One of the most successful methods, that is often used in practical applications, is spectral subtraction [1, 2] which is based on subtracting an estimate of the noise in the short-time spectral magnitude domain. When a good noise estimate is available, this approach generally leads to good results, but the problem is, of course, to find a good estimate of the noise.

One approach is to use a voice activity detector (VAD). Since we know that natural speech has many small pauses, the idea is to use the periods when there is no speech to estimate the noise. The noise spectrum is typically estimated by taking the average over a window of non-speech frames, and this estimated noise is then subtracted from the signal. This method has the drawback that since we cannot estimate the noise during speech activity, we must assume that it is stationary between each speech pause.

To construct a reliable VAD is difficult when the noise is non-stationary and at a low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). There do exist spectral subtraction methods that do not require the use of a VAD, for example methods based on minimum or quantile statistics [3, 4, 5]. Here, the idea is to assume that the noise in all frequency bands is lower than the speech activity in that band, and thus the noise can be estimated by tracking for example the minimum or the median in each frequency band; however, as with the VAD-based spectral subtraction approach, these methods are unable [6] to track fast changing non-stationary noise.

Spectral subtraction systems consist of two important components: a noise estimation method and a suppression rule. In this paper we focus on the noise estimator, and propose a new method based on a non-negative latent variable decomposition. We do not discuss the suppression rule and post processing which is equally important for the final noise reduction system; however, our method can readily be combined with any existing suppression rule and post processing scheme. The method we propose makes no assumptions on the stationarity of the noise, and is related to our previous work on suppression of wind noise [7].

In the following section we present the noise estimation method. In section 3 we present experimental studies comparing the proposed method with classical spectral subtraction for a range of different types of noise at different SNRs, and finally we discuss the qualities of the proposed method.

2. METHOD

We propose a method for suppression of non-stationary noise which we apply in the log-frequency short-time Fourier transform magnitude domain. It is also possible to use linear-frequency, wavelet, perceptually weighted representations, etc., in the presented framework. The fundamental assumptions about the signal representation are: i) non-negativity; ii) approximate additivity of signal and noise components in the used representation; and iii) sufficient separation between signal and noise basis-vectors.
2.1. Non-negative latent variable model

We assume that the noisy signal is converted into a sequence of non-negative magnitude spectral vectors, \( \{ x^{(i)} \}_{i=1}^I \), denoted frames, where \( i \) is the frame index. The noisy spectral vectors are modeled as the sum of three terms,

\[
x^{(i)} = s^{(i)} + n^{(i)} + r^{(i)},
\]

where \( s^{(i)} \in \mathbb{R}^N_+ \) is the speech, \( n^{(i)} \in \mathbb{R}^N_+ \) is the noise, and \( r^{(i)} \in \mathbb{R}^N \) is a residual. Here, \( \mathbb{R}_+ \) denotes the non-negative real numbers, and \( N \) is the dimensionality of the spectral representation used. Since \( x^{(i)} \) is a non-negative spectral vector, and we assume that the speech and noise are additive in the spectral representation, the non-negativity of \( s^{(i)} \) and \( n^{(i)} \) follows.

We model the speech by a non-negative latent variable model,

\[
s^{(i)} = a^{(i)} \sum_{k=1}^{K_S} \sigma_k b_k^{(i)},
\]

where \( a^{(i)} \) is a binary variable that indicates if speech is present in frame \( i \), \( \{ \sigma_k \}_{k=1}^{K_S} \) is a set of basis vectors, and \( \{ \{ b_k^{(i)} \}_{k=1}^{K_S} \}_{i=1}^I \) is a set of weights.

We make the assumption that both \( \sigma_k \) and \( b_k^{(i)} \) are non-negative, similar to the approach in non-negative matrix factorization [8, 9]. We further assume that \( b \) is sparse, i.e., most of its elements are zero. It has been shown [9] that enforcing non-negativity in the decomposition leads naturally to a “parts based” representation. Since only additive combinations are allowed, cancellation of features cannot occur, and this often leads to meaningful decompositions. Enforcing sparsity of the weights leads to solutions where only a few basis vectors are active simultaneously yielding basis vectors that are more specific, since they are forced to resemble the data. It also allows for an over-complete factorization, i.e., computing more basis vectors than the dimensionality of the data matrix.

These assumptions about \( \sigma_k \) and \( b_k^{(i)} \) are expressed in terms of prior distributions for the two sets of variables. For the basis vectors, \( \sigma_k \), we assume a flat (improper) prior over the non-negative reals. For the weights, \( b_k^{(i)} \), we assume an i.i.d. one-sided exponential distribution with rate \( \lambda_B \)

\[
p(b_k^{(i)}) = \lambda_B \exp(-\lambda_B b_k^{(i)}),
\]

which leads to a sparse solution. We assume a flat prior over \( a^{(i)} \).

We model the noise using a similar non-negative latent variable decomposition model,

\[
n^{(i)} = \sum_{k=1}^{K_N} \nu_k c_k^{(i)},
\]

where the prior distribution for \( c_k^{(i)} \) is an i.i.d. one-sided exponential with rate \( \lambda_C \).

We assume that the residual, \( r^{(i)} \), is i.i.d. normal with zero mean and variance \( \sigma_r^2 \),

\[
p(r^{(i)}_n) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma_r}} \exp\left(-\frac{r^{(i)}_n^2}{2\sigma_r^2}\right)
\]

We can write the model more compactly in a matrix notation as

\[
X = SBA + NC + R,
\]

where \( X = [x^{(1)}, \ldots, x^{(I)}] \) is the data matrix, \( A_{ik} = a^{(i)} \) is a diagonal binary speech activity matrix, \( S = [\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_{K_S}] \) is a speech basis matrix, and \( B_{ki} = b_k^{(i)} \) is a weight matrix for the speech basis, \( N = [\nu_1, \ldots, \nu_{K_N}] \) is the noise basis matrix, \( C_{ki} = c_k^{(i)} \) is the noise weight matrix, and \( R = [r^{(1)}, \ldots, r^{(I)}] \) is a matrix of residuals.

When we let \( \theta = \{ \{ a^{(i)} \}, \{ b_k^{(i)} \}, \{ c_k^{(i)} \}, \{ \sigma_k \}, \{ \nu_k \} \} \) denote all parameters in the model, we may then write the posterior distribution of the parameters as

\[
p(\theta | X) = (2\pi\sigma_r^2)^{-IN/2} \exp\left(-\frac{\|X\|^2}{2\sigma_r^2}\right) + (\lambda_B)^{IK_S} \exp(-\lambda_B\|B\|_1) + (\lambda_C)^{IK_N} \exp(-\lambda_C\|C\|_1)
\]

s.t. \( S, N \geq 0 \),

where \( \hat{X} = SBA + NC \).

2.2. Reduction of non-stationary noise

In this section, we discuss how the proposed model can be used for reduction of non-stationary noise in a recording of a speech signal. The starting point is the non-negative time-frequency matrix, \( X \), of the noisy signal, and the task is to estimate the clean speech. In principle, to make inference about the speech using the model, we could marginalize the posterior distribution (7) and compute, for example, a posterior mean estimate of the speech. This leads to a difficult integral that can be computed for example using Monte Carlo methods; however, here we take a much simpler ad hoc approach.

We propose a three step procedure: First, we compute speech activity, \( a^{(i)} \), using a state-of-the-art voice activity detector. Second, we compute the noise basis and weights using the frames of the signal identified as non-speech, which gives an initial estimate of the noise. By computing the gradient of the log-posterior distribution with respect to \( N \) and \( C \) we construct a multiplicative gradient descent algorithm, similar to the multiplicative algorithms for non-
negative matrix factorization [10]. This gives us the following updates, that are iterated until convergence,
\[ N \leftarrow N \odot (XAC^\top) \odot (NC\hat{A}C^\top) \] (8)
\[ C \leftarrow C \odot (N^\top X) \odot (N^\top NC + \lambda_C) \] (9)
where \( \odot \) and \( \odot \) denote element-wise multiplication and division, and \( \hat{A}_{ii} = 1 - a^{(i)} \) is a diagonal binary matrix that identifies frames with no speech activity. Third, we jointly compute the final estimate of the noise weights and the basis and weights for the speech, using a similar iterative algorithm,
\[ S \leftarrow S \odot (XAB^\top) \odot (\hat{X}AB^\top) \] (10)
\[ B \leftarrow B \odot (S^\top X) \odot (S^\top \hat{X} + \lambda_B) \] (11)
\[ C \leftarrow C \odot (N^\top X) \odot (N^\top \hat{X} + \lambda_C). \] (12)

Finally, the speech and noise is estimated as
\[ \hat{X}_N = SB \quad \hat{X}_S = NC. \] (13)

These estimates are then combined with the original noisy signal using an appropriate suppression rule to compute the final refiltered speech waveform. In our experiments, we simply multiply the complex spectrum of the original noisy time frequency matrix by \( \hat{X}_S \odot (\hat{X}_S + \hat{X}_N) \), and generate the time signal estimate by computing the inverse short-time Fourier transform.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our experiments were aimed at evaluating the proposed method in comparison with classical spectral subtraction where the noise is estimated by averaging over non-speech frames.

We used four different types of noise: a machine gun firing shots in bursts, a string quartet playing Händel, background noise from a restaurant, and the noise of cars passing by in traffic. These four types of noise represent different degrees of non-stationarity. We mixed 100 sentences from the TIMIT speech database with the four types of noise and different degrees of non-stationarity. W e mixed 100 sentences from the TIMIT speech database with the four types of noise and different degrees of non-stationarity. We mixed 100 sentences from the TIMIT speech database with the four types of noise and different degrees of non-stationarity. We mixed 100 sentences from the TIMIT speech database with the four types of noise and different degrees of non-stationarity. We mixed 100 sentences from the TIMIT speech database with the four types of noise and different degrees of non-stationarity.

In the case of restaurant noise, the string quartet (noise), in traffic. These four types of noise represent different degrees of non-stationarity. We mixed 100 sentences from the TIMIT speech database with the four types of noise and different degrees of non-stationarity. We mixed 100 sentences from the TIMIT speech database with the four types of noise and different degrees of non-stationarity. We mixed 100 sentences from the TIMIT speech database with the four types of noise and different degrees of non-stationarity. We mixed 100 sentences from the TIMIT speech database with the four types of noise and different degrees of non-stationarity. We mixed 100 sentences from the TIMIT speech database with the four types of noise and different degrees of non-stationarity. We mixed 100 sentences from the TIMIT speech database with the four types of noise and different degrees of non-stationarity.

An example of the proposed method is given in Figure 1. The improvement in average SNR for the four different types of noise and two different VADs is shown in Figure 2.

4. DISCUSSION

The results in Figure 2 show a clear trend. The proposed method outperforms the classical approach in almost all conditions, especially for the most non-stationary types of noise and when the signal-to-noise ratio is low. Both approaches perform better with the ideal voice activity detector over the Qualcomm-ICSI-OGI VAD, and the proposed method appears somewhat more sensitive to a non-ideal voice activity detection.

The machine gun noise posed a serious problem for the classical spectral subtraction approach, whereas the proposed method handled this type of noise very well. Qualitatively, the classical approach “muffles” the sound of the machine gun without providing a significant attenuation. In addition it gives a distortion of the speech. The proposed method attenuates the machine gun sound significantly and introduces only a very small speech distortion.

In the case of restaurant noise, the string quartet (noise), and the traffic noise, the results are very similar. With the ideal voice activity detector, the proposed method significantly outperforms the classical approach in terms of signal-to-noise ratio in almost all conditions, especially at low signal-to-noise ratios.

Qualitatively there is a big difference between the two methods: the classical approach reduces the noise but introduces musical noise — a well known problem with spectral subtraction, which can be reduced using a more advanced suppression rule as well as post processing. The output of the proposed method has no musical noise; rather, the residual noise sounds like attenuated white noise that is slightly distorted and fluctuates a bit with the speech.

Audio samples related to this article are available online\(^1\).

\(^1\)http://www.mikkelschmidt.dk/mlsp2008
5. CONCLUSION

We have presented a non-negative latent variable decomposition model for reduction of non-stationary noise as well as a simple procedure for estimating the model parameters and performing noise reduction. The model makes only weak assumptions about the noise and the speech, and all parameters are estimated directly from a noisy mixed signal. In future work we will focus on improving the model in two areas: We expect that the noise reduction can be improved by i) specifying more detailed prior distributions, for example a harmonic prior for the speech basis vectors and a hidden Markov prior for the speech activity variable; and ii) by making direct inference in the model, for example using Markov chain Monte Carlo methods. Furthermore, it might be interesting to use a more accurate model for the residual, along the lines of Parry and Essa [12, 13].

The results presented in this paper suggest that the proposed noise reduction method based on non-negative latent variable decomposition has an advantage over the classical approach, especially in the case of low SNR and highly non-stationary noise. The method was successfully evaluated for a range of noise types mixed with speech from the TIMIT database. The results show that the voice activity detector is an essential component in the suggested method. The state-of-the-art voice activity detector, used in the Qualcomm-ICSI-OGI system, gives a signal-to-noise performance which is slightly worse than ideal voice activity detection in most conditions. However, it is well-known that signal-to-noise ratio performance does not necessarily correlate well with subjective measures such as perceived sound quality or speech intelligibility, which is also confirmed by our informal listening tests.

Many state of the art noise reduction systems are based on estimating the noise by averaging over noise frames combined with advanced post processing. We believe these systems can be improved by using a more advanced noise estimator such as the one presented here.
Fig. 2. Improvement in average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for the proposed method compared with classical spectral subtraction at different input SNRs. The left column is results using the Qualcomm-ICSI-OGI VAD and the right column is results using an ideal VAD. The rows indicate different types of noise. The proposed method outperforms spectral subtraction in almost all conditions, especially for the most non-stationary types of noise and for the worst SNRs.
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